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Fragmented processes for distributing 
and consuming critical investment 
information can lead to inconsistent 
investment advice and a suboptimal 
performance for advisors, leading to 
poor outcomes for clients. However, 
leading-edge tools to optimize content 
management and the advisor workflow 
are coming to the rescue.

Many wealth advisors struggle to manage the vast quantities of 
proprietary investment information, market data and client data 
needed to deliver optimal investment advice to clients. 

Collating and reconciling disparate sources of information, both 
external – market data and news – and internal – house views, 
cross-asset conviction lists, research documents, reference and 
model portfolios, proprietary risk ratings and target prices for 
recommended instruments, to name a few – can lead to a host 
of positive outcomes for both wealth managers and their clients. 
The next logical step would be to combine this data with client 
data and truly personalize the client investment experience.

Poor adoption of the latest, most relevant recommendations 
can severely impact advisor performance and their ability 
to deliver quality investment advice, but inadequate data 
management and distribution techniques can also lead to 
a substantial loss of productivity as advisors spend large 
amounts of time trying to find and reconcile the information 
they need to engage with their client.

These are just some of the potential consequences of failing 
to streamline data distribution and consumption, and there is 
consequently an urgent need for wealth firms to adopt leading-
edge tools that can securely manage and share data, boost 
efficiency and optimise workflow.

61% of wealth managers view analytics and creating personalised 
insights from data for clients as very important for their firms
The Transformation of Wealth Management Report
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Separate teams are typically responsible for the creation and consumption of investment 
strategy, research and recommendations, and each of these teams faces unique 
challenges that are exacerbated in an environment where few staff are collocated. 

The creators and distributors of information (for example, research and investment strategy teams) send their data to consumers (for 
example, wealth advisors and relationship managers) in different ways, via different channels such as email, internal intranet, shared 
drives etc. Similarly, the consumers of such data both access and store this information in different ways, via different channels. 

A disconnected structure such as this creates opacity 
and can quickly lead to an array of challenges. 

The producers of information, such as internal recommendations 
and research, frequently distribute data via channels that are 
isolated from other in-house workflow tools. Firms may still be using 
inconsistent channels, such as email or internal company filing 
networks to both share and store recommendations once picked 
up by advisors. This can cause a fragmentation of information 
flow and lead to poor adoption of recommendations by advisors 
and relationship managers, resulting in clients being provided 
with outdated information. This fragmentation also provides poor 
visibility to the distributors on the real adoption and effectives of 
recommendations by advisors and relationship managers, with 
limited communication and feedback. In instances where the 
creators of recommendations are measured on KPIs related to the 
adoption of those recommendations, and compliance teams need 
to account for the advice given to clients, this can be a significant 
problem. 
 

“One of the fundamental challenges 
facing the wealth industry centres 
on communication between advisory 
groups and client relationship 
managers. All too often, firms rely 
on email, creating a significant risk 
that critical information can become 
outdated or missed altogether.”  
Alberto Velasco

On the other side of the content equation, advisors and 
relationship managers can find themselves struggling to keep 
abreast of all incoming information and breaking news, while 
specifically researching sectors or individual instruments that 
are of interest and suitable to individual clients. 

These consumers frequently have to consult several different 
sources to access all the information necessary to provide 
optimal investment advice. Not only is such an approach time 
consuming and inefficient, but once discovered, data may be 
outdated, leading to an increased risk of providing unsuitable 
advice. 

Moreover, once the information gathering exercise has been 
completed, advisors must pull all relevant information together 
to form a cohesive view. This is no easy task across typically 
large client bases, and can become frustrating, with negative 
consequences for the client experience.

The challenges of disconnected teams

ConsumersDistributors

Director, Wealth Advisor Platform, Refinitiv
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Data fragmentation in the distribution and consumption of investment 
recommendations remains a key challenge in the wealth management industry. 
This challenge, in turn, is frequently rooted in disconnected 
communication between the publishers or distributors of 
information and the consumers of this information.

In order to overcome the data fragmentation challenge,  
the publishers of information need to be able to seamlessly 
upload relevant information and documents such as conviction 
lists, house views, research and reference/model portfolios to  
a centralised system. Ideally, they need functionality to 
manually tag documents, or the option to enable automated 
document tagging, for enhanced discoverability of research 
and other materials.

The system should handle multiple asset classes such as 
equities, mutual funds, ETFs, fixed income or derivatives and 
separate live versus deleted, as well as add links to associated 
documents internally and externally. Additionally, compliance 
is a crucial factor and the ability to contextualize information 
provided by the bank with market data and news.

For the consumers of this information, an optimised  
workflow should incorporate functionality that allows for easy 
discovery of information and the simplicity to take action and 
engage clients.

Consumers should also be able to analyse reference/model 
portfolios, track change notifications, set alerts and export to 
commonly used programs such as Microsoft® Excel®. 

The ideal state for surfacing relevant information to advisors 
would be automated, with systems that can provide insights 
based on market movements directly related to client portfolios 
and suggest alternative investments suitable for the risk and 
investment profile of each client they work with.

Overcoming data fragmentation

“ Refinitiv has solved a key industry 
challenge, by developing a digital 
platform that commingles and collates 
all internal and external data to enable 
optimised workflow. House Views and 
Market Insights is an early component 
in our strategy to provide digital 
tools to the wealth management 
industry that will help it to overcome 
productivity and compliance 
challenges, while ensuring it continues 
to deliver the highest quality customer 
experiences.” 
Christopher Sparke 
Global Head of Advisory Solutions, Refinitiv
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A best practice approach to content management involves streamlining data 
delivery and connecting distributors with consumers on a single platform, for the 
seamless sharing and efficient consumption of information. 

Optimising content and workflow with digital tools in this way 
can bring a host of tangible benefits to wealth teams. These 
include: 

 – Simplified access to important information
 – Efficiency gains for advisors 
 – Lower risk of providing inconsistent investment advice 
 – Increased reactivity to market conditions and client queries
 – Better client experience
 – Improved insights and metrics for publishers

 
The right digital tools can free up time so that advisors can 
concentrate on areas of greater value add. Such tools can also 
boost productivity, by enabling advisors to service a greater 
number of clients, while simultaneously enhancing their ability 
to respond to client needs in real time.

With these outcomes in mind, a best practice content 
management and distribution model should offer:

 – A single platform that connects and commingles all relevant 
information in one place. Relevant information includes 
proprietary in-house information, such as recommendations, 
house views, risk ratings and client data, as well as external 
information, including market data and news. Such a platform 
should have the flexibility to collate breaking news, macro 
views, conviction lists, recommendations (buy, sell and hold) 
and specific instrument recommendations, all matched to 
each client’s risk profile and investment mandate

 – Perspective and context for disparate data sets, taking into 
account factors such as breaking news, street consensus, 
research and more, so that this additional information can 
be filtered down into recommendations lists

 – The ability to export and use relevant information and 
documents coming from the same centralized system via 
different channels (front office tools, client portals)

 – Seamless connectivity between the different teams that are 
crucial to effective wealth management, including:

 – The creators and distributors of information
 – The consumers of information
 – Administrative staff who manage internal rules and 

ensure compliance

Creating a best practice approach

Digital tools can be used to achieve 
positive outcomes by optimising 
content and workflow, but it is 
crucial to remember that such tools 
cannot replace advisors. They are 
intended, rather, to augment advisor 
capabilities.
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Refinitiv’s flexible and intuitive content management system, House Views and 
Market Insights (HVMI), offers a solution for the secure management and sharing of 
investment-related data, through a single platform.

 
Importantly, HVMI moves away from the historical industry 
approach of using disparate, siloed solutions, and incorporates 
relevant information from diverse sources, delivering 
comprehensive data and productivity enhancing tools on a 
single platform. 

Against this backdrop, we continue to invest in and refine our 
offering, rolling out new workflow tools to drive productivity 
and optimise client-advisor relationships. HVMI can now be 
integrated in various ways, including via stand-alone API 
for clients who wish to incorporate information in third-party 
environments. Further planned enhancements include an 
innovative proposal generation tool, and the development of a 
product recommendation engine handling cross-border rules. 

HVMI is a key part of Refinitiv’s broader wealth workflow 
ecosystem and is supported by our Client Data Layer. The 
robust and secure Client Data Layer provides a single data 
repository agnostic of a firms back-office service provider, 
allowing all data, inclusive of relevant back offices/custodians, 
account aggregation systems, CRM’s and financial planning 
systems to be combined. Investment recommendations and 
model portfolios stored in the ecosystem can be seamlessly 
used to structure investment proposals for existing clients or 
prospects and/or actively contribute to surface alerts and next 
best actions on our newly released wealth advisor dashboard 
solution, Refinitiv Wealth Practice 360. 

Refinitiv is committed to delivering powerful digital tools 
straight to the individual advisor’s workstation, empowering 
advisors to optimise their content management, streamline 
their workflow processes and ultimately deliver greater value 
to clients.

“ With Refinitiv ‘House Views and 
Market Insights’ Brewin Dolphin 
has consolidated all research team 
output to HVMI in a clear and 
effective way. This allows investment 
and relationship managers to have 
access to all in-house research 
content through an established 
and integrated content & research 
management solution, alongside 
relevant financial data and news 
feeds from Refinitiv.” 
Marina Chernyshova 
Research Director – Governance, Wealth and Investment  
at Brewin Dolphin Ltd.

Working to empower advisors

HVMI securely integrates proprietary 
investment information with market 
data, news and third party info, 
connects in-house teams, and 
adopts an intelligent approach to 
augmenting advisor capabilities.

https://www.refinitiv.com/en/wealth-management-solutions/automate-advisor-workflow/refinitiv-workspace-wealth-advisors
https://www.refinitiv.com/en/wealth-management-solutions/automate-advisor-workflow/refinitiv-workspace-wealth-advisors
https://www.refinitiv.com/en/wealth-management-solutions/automate-advisor-workflow/refinitiv-workspace-wealth-advisors
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Refinitiv Workspace for Wealth Advisors

Experience a highly customisable, client-centric solution tailored specifically for wealth advisors, 
designed to provide an efficient workflow and better insights on demand. Where you know first, so 
you can act first - work faster, better and smarter at home or in the office. 

Visit refinitiv.com/workspace-wealth
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